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For any endomorphism K of an oriented module F with inner product there is an element pf K in the ground ring R, a constant multiple of the classical pfafhan in the case F=R2n. If R is the algebra of even-dimensional differential forms on a smooth manifold, and if F is the tensor product of R and the module of sections of an oriented 2«-plane bundle, then any connection in the bundle induces a curvature transformation K:F->-F for which (477)-" pf K represents the Euler class. Properties of Euler classes are immediate consequences of corresponding properties of pf.
1. Pfaffians. Let R be any commutative ring with unit. An P-module F is orientable if Am F is free of rank 1 for some m>0; according to [4] there is at most one such integer m, and throughout this note we assume that m is an even integer 2n. An orientable module F is oriented by assigning a generator SeA2" F.
An inner product on F is any nondegenerate symmetric bilinear map ( , ):FxF->R, not necessarily positive-definite in any sense. An inner product on F induces inner products on F for p=0, ■ ■ ■ , 2n in the usual fashion, and we assume (S, S)=±l for the orientation S; the ± sign depends on ( , ). The Hodge operator *: A" F-+A" Fin dimension n is given by requiring
For any endomorphism K of F the pfaffian is the element pf K={-1)"<»-d/* tr *°A" K~, where *°An Kis a composition of endomorphisms of A" F and "tr" means "trace".
Let *K denote the transpose of K: (e, tRJ) = (Ke,f).
Proof.
One easily computes '*=(-1)"*, and since '(A™ K)= iVQK) it follows that tr *°A" K=tx An K°*=tr '(A" K°*) = tr <*°((A" K)=ti *°A" ( -*K).
We shall need the following two properties of *. Lemma 1.3. A" f^°*oA" ^ = (det A)* for any AeUom(F, F).
Proof.
( Proof. Both sides are equal to (det ^4)2(pf J)2(det J). If E and F are oriented inner product spaces of dimensions 2p and 2q then the direct sum E®F is also an oriented inner product space with respect to the obvious definitions. Let *" be the resulting Hodge operator on Ap+9 (E@F), this module being canonically isomorphic to the direct sum 2r+s=»+a Ar E® A" F. If i and p are the injection and projection for the summand A" E®A9 F then for the Hodge operators * and *' on Ap£and A" F one easily verifies 0o*"ot=(-1)»"*®*'. Proposition 1.7. For any J:E-^-E and K:F-^-F it follows that pf(J®K)=(PU)(pfK).
Proof. *"°Av+a (J®K) interchanges the summands Ar E®A" F and A2p~r E®AM~S F of Ap+9 (E®F), so that only A" E®A" F plays a role in commuting the trace. Hence
and one inserts the ± sign of Definition 1.1 to obtain the result. A free module F of rank In is oriented by ordering a basis elt • ■ • , e2n up to even permutation, and the usual inner product is given by (e0 e}) = &fi. One easily checks for any permutation tt of (1, We remark that except for a constant factor ±2" Proposition 1.8 states that pf K is the classical pfaffian of {K\), usually denned only when (K)) is skew-symmetric. If R contains J then Proposition 1.8 implies that pf K=pf ?{K-*K), so that pf AT depends only on the skew-symmetric part of K. For certain ground rings R, including the one considered in the next section, a localization procedure can be applied to obtain the same result for any oriented P-module F with inner product.
Assume once more that Fis free of rank 2n, and let J:F->-F have matrix representation consisting of blocks (J -£) down the main diagonal; then det/=l, and Proposition 1.7 implies pf/=±2". Since any skewsymmetric matrix (AT) is of the form (A^J^A) for some endomorphism A, Corollary 1.6 becomes (pf K)2=22n det K. As in the preceding paragraph this result extends to the skew-symmetric endomorphisms K of any oriented module F with inner product over certain ground rings R. 
].) It follows from Proposition
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.8 that e(£) is globally represented by (4V)-n pf K. In fact one can easily develop geometric Euler classes ab initio in terms of the properties of pf, as established in the preceding section, without reference to the trivializations of I; we sketch such a development.
The inner product on F induces a corresponding bilinear form < , ) for the 2-sided A* cf-module A* ', and a connection d is metric whenever (De,f)+(e, Df) = d{e,f). To verify that a given d is metric it suffices to suppose that e,f are of the forms l®s, l®t for sections s, t of f; for convenience we write s, t in place of l®s, l®t. The construction of pf K guarantees naturality of Proposition 1.7 provides the product formula e(£®rj) = e(£)e(rj), and one verifies normalization as in [5] , thus completing the axiomatic characterization of Euler classes.
The distinguishing feature of the preceding sketch is that one proves explicitly that [pf K] is independent of the riemannian metric on |, The same technique gives an instant proof of the Avez-Chern theorem (see [1] , [2] , and [3] ), in which one imposes a pseudo-riemannian metric on f. We remark that a metric of type (p, q) on £ induces an inner product ( , )' on F with (S, S>'=(-l)9 for any orientation SeA2" F; this alters none of the methods of this note. Here is the Avez-Chern theorem: Proposition 2.3. Given a pseudo-riemannian metric on an oriented In-plane bundle f, let ( ,)' be the induced inner product on F and compute pf with respect to < , )'; then the Euler class e(£) is represented by (47r)_J! pf K' for the curvature K' of any connection D' which is metric with respect to ( , )'.
Proof.
{ , )' induces an inner product ( , )': Fc x Fc->-Rc in the complexification Fc of F. (Symmetric, not hermitian symmetric.) Let ( , ):FcxFc-+Rc be the inner product induced by any riemannian metric in f, so that (e,f)' = (Ae, Af) for some invertible AeHomRc(Fc, Fc). If * and *' are Hodge operators for ( , ) and < , )' one has *' = A" A~1o*oAn A as in Lemma 1.4, and A°D'°A~X is a metric connection D with respect to ( , ) as in Lemma 2.1. Then pf Ä"=pf K as in Lemma 2.2, which completes the proof.
We remark that Corollary 1.6 has not been used in this section. However, its sharpened form (pf Ä)2=22n det AT has a well-known application: e{tt?=pn{Z).
